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Gisslen's 6th edition of Professional Baking continues to educate hundreds of thousands of
students with clear, detailed instructions in the theory and techniques necessary to meet the
demands of the professional kitchen. The text continues to comprehensively cover baking
basics while also offering enhanced coverage of higher-level techniques such as pastry,
chocolate, and sugar work. Balancing theory and practice, Professional Baking provides both
the understanding and performance abilities needed to progress and develop in a successful
baking career. Also included with Professional Baking are six glossy method cards that provide
step-by-step photos and instructions on mixing and pie methods and pastry basics.

Why cook by the hearth when our modern stoves offer such convenience? William Rubel's
remarkable The Magic of Fire provides unexpected answers to the question, not immediately
apparent to those interested in pursuing live-fire cooking and the intense flavors it produces. To
be sure, the book is definitive in its exploration of open-hearth technique; readers learn
everything they need to know about equipment, methods (including ash baking, ember roasting,
and hearthside grilling, among others), and even about fire itself (it has various life stages, each
best for a particular cooking task). Rubel also provides 100 delicious hearthside recipes for
fundamental foods like roasted red peppers, ember-baked fish, pot roasts, and desserts,
including bread pudding and baked apples--formulas he conscientiously walks us through.But
the book's greatest--and most exciting--virtue lies in its presentation of fire cooking not merely as
a "hobbyist" project but as a means for understanding cooking itself. It does this by revealing the
relationship of fire to the things it cooks; in learning, for example, that a hearthside frittata
requires "a moderately mature fire with gentle to moderate flames" to cook while simple toast
needs "a new to moderately mature fire with moderate to high flames," we begin to see just how
cooking works. For anyone interested in this everyday but still magical feat, this is thrilling stuff.
With over 100 color illustrations of the required fires (whose preparation is thoroughly detailed);
a discussion of alternative cooking "venues," including campsites; and a useful food glossary,
this guide, both practical and illuminating, is an unexpected treasure. --Arthur BoehmFrom
Publishers WeeklyOpen-hearth cooking is probably the least-explored atavism in the modern
kitchen. Culinary purists who unflinchingly butcher their own fowl or grind their spices with a
mortar and pestle tend to draw the line at the hearth; even campers do what they can to make
their fires more like stoves. But traditional cooking specialist Rubel's pursuit of "the poetry of fire"
makes a compelling case for the allure of hearth cooking. Despite the prerequisites basic
firebuilding technique and an arsenal of equipment that would not look out of place in a medieval
dungeon Rubel's recipes are surprisingly straightforward. They run the gamut from delicate
desserts (steamed custards, clafouti) to the inevitable roast beasts (wild duck, leg of lamb), and



he describes the type of flame necessary for each dish (as in, "a mature fire with gentle to
moderate flames"). The erudite and apparently well-traveled Rubel intersperses recipes for
Gigot la ficelle and Ember-baked Trout with anecdotes that begin "when I was in Northern
Kenya..." or "while studying mushroom cookery in China, near Myanmar...." He does not
address the impracticalities of fireplace cooking (the hazards of unintended conflagrations, the
purgatorial heat), merely recalling that a guest once had to remove his shirt in midwinter at one
of Rubel's meals. Those brave enough to follow Rubel's footsteps will undoubtedly consider this
book a classic work of its kind. It may also appeal to readers who want to take the manly art of
barbecue to a new level, and it will be irresistible to slow-foodies.Copyright 2002 Reed Business
Information, Inc.From Library JournalThis unusual book tells you everything you need to know to
cook an entire Thanksgiving meal in your fireplace, should you be so inclined. Restaurants
featuring wood-burning ovens have become trendy, and many people love to grill outside, but
few of us cook on the hearth these days. Rubel, a longtime devotee of open-hearth cooking
whose other interests encompass a wide range of subjects, from wild mushrooms (he's foraged
for them all over the world) to bread ovens to homemade alcohol, makes a fascinating case for
this style of cooking. His entertaining and thoughtful text provides a vast amount of information
on history, technique, equipment, and so forth, and the recipe descriptions are likely to make any
cook with a fireplace eager to experiment with this new/old method of preparing food. Highly
recommended.Copyright 2002 Reed Business Information, Inc.From the Publisher The first
book to cover the complete range of open-hearth cooking techniques, including ash baking,
ember roasting, hearthside grilling, string- and spit-roasting, and hearthside Dutch oven
baking. Features 100 extraordinary illustrations of food and fire by master realist Ian
Everard. Many of the recipes require no special equipment. Simply open the book, light a fire,
and cook.About the AuthorWILLIAM RUBEL, a specialist in traditional cooking, travels the world
studying food customs and gathering recipes. He lives in Santa Cruz, California, where he cooks
most of his meals on his fireplace.Read more
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Donna Di Giacomo, “Hit and Miss Recipes. In regards to the history offered by the chef/author, it
is excellent. Learning about the history of baking was interesting and enlightening for me. Mr.
Gisslen also detailed the many tools needed for the profession - with a thorough breakdown of
each tool. I learned a lot from him that way.The only (slight) problem I had with this book was
actually something my chef professor pointed out time and again during the semester: Some of
the recipes just don't work. I would hope the recipes included in a baking textbook would have
been tested to death before being committed to print.Many of the recipes we used in my class
were missing something that would have made that pastry be perfect (such as the scones), but
then there were other recipes that rocked - such as the muffins.But even if the recipes didn't
work, the instructions were on target, the techniques worth committing to memory (although,
truth be told, any publication from Cook's Illustrated could be used in culinary classes
nationwide because they deal with the science behind cooking and baking. What I learned in
this text were actually reinforcements that I learned from Christopher Kimball and Company). -
Donna Di Giacomo”

gEm, “Better for learning the basics than for the recipes. I got this as a required text for school. It
does the job for teaching the basics and I did learn a bit, but since I've been baking on my own
for years I already have my own preferred recipes that are WAY better than the ones in this book.
A few of them even my baking instructor recommended not using, because they're not the best.
However, if you're just starting out you could do a lot worse. The book is great for the
instructional aspect, and the since the internet has any recipe you could ask for it's not like you'll
have to look far for something better. There are some good ones in here, but nothing that
screams "awesome" for me.”

Matthew, “it was overall a pretty good book. Needed this for a culinary class, it was overall a
pretty good book, we just didn't use the recipes very often because they weren't the best. I would
probably buy it again, if I could get it for a lot cheaper. From what I recall, my culinary school is
phasing out Wayne Gisslen's books because of issues, mainly with the recipes.”

C. Drake, “Buy on hardback. I know books are heavy,especially this one but I have to say that I
bought my other school book on my kindle and I am really glad that I bought this one in regular
form:) Greatly illustrated and a good book to become a pastry chef. Lot's of information and an
easy read. Repeats words so hopefully by the time you've heard mise en place a few times you
know what it mean's. Only downside is that I feel lost at all of the french words for pastries. I am a
terrible speller and when you have to learn vocabulary and spell these words...Ouch. Good luck
to you!”

Adriana, “Thick as book. Very useful in class and cheaper then on compus”



jorge, “Barely three weeks into the semester but a good book so far. Barely three weeks into the
semester but a good book so far.lots of formulas with good instructions on mixing methods.the
math in this book i find my self able to do it (understandable) so far, which is good cause I am
not a math wiz.If you are not in school but looking to learn more about baking i recommend this
book.Also the mixing cards that come with it are very helpful and convenient.all the mixing
methods are on laminated cards wont have to flip through the book to find each method.”

Alex, “Thamk you!. Most helpful book in the market for a pastry student like myself. Came in
ealry and well taken care of.”

alfredo perez planelles, “Four Stars. Bible”

Alec, “Wonderful resource. The complete guide to introductory breads, pastries and other
confectionaries. A bible for the sweet tooth that guides you through the steps. Expensive, but
older versions are an excellent value because cookery evolves slowly.”

Aieieb., “Clear and practical. This is a good book for pastry bakers at their beginning.It has 2
main sections:1)Ingredients and their American classification, lab equipments, plus some
mathematical formulato manage recipies and costs.2) Recipies and tecniques to professionally
approach a pastry lab.Measurements in Fahrenheit/Celsius and Grams/Pounds - definitely
useful for me,an European pastry baker moved to the US.”

Cristian F., “bake it all. The cooking book is a must have. Some very good simple recipes. All the
basic and some more complex instructions and techniques.  You will  learn a lot”

Ebook Library Reader, “Flawless Transaction!. Excellent book - a must for any baker!”

The book by Dian Thomas has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 239 people have provided feedback.
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